Everyone is invited to have coffee and chat about important issues in science at the SEBS Science Café series

New location for Spring 2020!

Tuesday, March 10
10:00-11:00 AM
Chang Science Library, Cook Campus

What's that on my plate? A short tour of food trends

Rick Ludescher
Professor, Department of Food Science

These are exciting times for those who love food in America. The availability of fresh, high quality, exotic, artisanal, and novel foods and beverages is inspiring. An international industry caters to the needs and desires of a diverse population, which now requires that food fulfill a wide variety of societal as well as culinary needs. This talk will summarize these demands and highlight some of their inherent tensions.

Future Cafes:
April 23, 2:30 pm, Chef Ian Keith, Harvest Cafe
Flavor development from the “ground” up
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